The major sources of the Soft X-ray Background (SXRB), besides distinct structures as supernovae and superbubbles (e.g. Loop I), are: (i) an absorbed extragalactic emission following a power law, (ii) an absorbed thermal component (∼2×10 6 K) from the galactic disk and halo, (iii) an unabsorbed thermal component, supposedly at 10 6 K, attributed to the Local Bubble and (iv) the very recently identified unabsorbed Solar Wind ChargeeXchange (SWCX) emission from the heliosphere and the geocorona.
Introduction
The surprising discovery of X-ray emission from comets (Lisse et al., 1996) led to establishing Charge-eXchange (CX) collisions between highly charged Solar Wind ions and solar system neutrals as a very efficient non-thermal mechanism of soft X-ray emission (Cravens, 1997) . Cox (1998) suggested that X-ray emission induced in Solar Wind Charge-eXchange (SWCX) collisions with interstellar (IS) neutrals flowing across the Heliosphere would be an additional component of the diffuse soft X-ray background (SXRB).
Until that discovery, the SXRB was generally assumed to consist of an absorbed extragalactic emission following a power law, an absorbed thermal component (∼2×10 6 K) associated with the galactic disk and halo, and an unabsorbed thermal component, supposedly at 10 6 K, attributed to the Local Bubble (McCammon and Sanders, 1990; , and references within). The Local Bubble (or Local Cavity) is defined as the region within ∼100 pc of the solar system particularly devoid of dense (and cold) gas as suggested by absorption lines in nearby star spectra (Lallement et al., 2003) .
The 1/4 keV background generally presents a negative correlation with the column density of Galactic neutral hydrogen (dominated by a Galactic plane to-pole variation) that strongly suggests an "absorption" model, in which the spatial structure of the SXRB is produced by absorption of a distant X-ray component (e.g., Bowyer et al., 1968; Marshall and Clark, 1984) . However, the strong absorption predicted in such models was not confirmed by observation, neither was the large energy dependence of the absorption, so different solutions were needed.
At the time, the model most consistent with the data was the so-called displacement model (Sanders et al., 1977; Snowden et al., 1990a) . In this model, the hot gas is in the foreground (in the Local Hot Bubble) with respect to the absorbing cool-gas regions, and higher X-ray intensities are produced in directions where the cavity has a greater extent (towards the LB chimneys at high galactic latitudes) and thus, a greater emission measure of the plasma in it.
Since the discovery of SWCX emission, it became clear very quickly that it should contaminate at an unknown level all soft X-ray observations and it should depend strongly on SW flux and abundance variations as confirmed by the Long Term Enhancements detected during the ROSAT all-sky survey (Snowden et al., 1995) and recent X-ray observations (Snowden et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005; Henley and Shelton, 2007a) . The debate concerned the amount of contamination, and how the SWCX emission level would interfere with the Local Bubble thermal emission, since the two are most probably the major components of the unabsorbed fraction of the SXRB. Post-CX geocoronal emission can also contribute, but only during very intense SW enhancements and for short and easily identified intervals (Cravens et al., 2001) .
The two components, although due to completely different mechanisms (collisional excitation for thermal plasma emission and electron capture for CX emission), produce spectra in the same energy range (E ≤ 1.5 keV) that are frequently confused. Cravens (2000) estimated that SWCX emission could be as much as the LB emission. Line ratios, though, are very sensitive to gas temperature (and abundance) for thermal emission. For example, a 10 6 keV plasma might be responsible for all IS diffuse emission at 0.25 keV, while at 2-4 × 10 6 K it might significantly contribute to the 3/4 keV diffuse emission as well (Raymond, 1988; McCammon and Sanders, 1990 , and references therein). CX line ratios mainly depend on heavy SW ion relative abundances and collision energy (Beiersdorfer et al., 2001; Kharchenko and Dalgarno, 2001; Wargelin et al., 2008) . Detailed spectral comparison of SWCX and thermal emission needs a spectral resolution that should allow to resolve char-acteristic features as the O VII triplet at 0.57 keV and in general individual lines from the continuum. Such a comparison is beyond the scope of this paper.
In this paper we mainly focus on the intensity contribution of the SWCX emission to the observed (foreground) data in the 0.1 -1.0 keV range. In section 2 we briefly present the basic simulation model that calculates the SWCX emission.
In section 3 we analyse the simulation results for the 3/4 keV range and in particular the oxygen lines (O VII at 0.57 keV and O VIII at 0.65 keV). We present typical stationary maps of oxygen lines in section 3.1 and in section 3.2 we present the dynamic model we developed to account for short-scale temporal variations of SWCX emission , with an application on the MBM 12 Suzaku observation of February, 2006 . Finaly, we conclude section 3 with a summary of shadowing observations on which we applied our SWCX dynamic model and discuss the results in the 3/4 keV range (sect. 3.3).
I section 4 we present a preliminary analysis of SWCX simulation results in the 1/4 keV range that we compare to observation data from the Wisconsin sounding rocket and ROSAT satellite surveys.
Finally, in section 5 we close our paper with a general discussion on our results.
SWCX model description
In Koutroumpa et al. (2006) we have presented the basic stationary model calculating the SWCX emission in the inner heliosphere. We calculate self-consistently the neutral H and He density distributions in the inner heliosphere (up to ∼100 AU), in response to solar gravity, radiation pressure and anisotropic ionization processes for the two neutral species. Ionization is mainly due to charge-exchange with SW protons for H atoms and to solar EUV photons for He atoms. We also consider the impact of CX on the solar wind ions distributions. This interaction is described in the following reaction:
The collision rate per volume unit R X Q+ (cm −3 s −1 ) of X Q+ ions with the neutral heliospheric atoms is given by the equation:
where σ (H,X Q+ ) and σ (He,X Q+ ) are the hydrogen and helium CX cross-sections, n H (r) and n He (r) are the hydrogen and helium density distributions respectively,ῡ r =V S W −ῡ n ≈V S W the relative velocity between SW ions and IS neutrals in the inner heliosphere, and N X Q+ (r) is the self-consistent solution to the differential equation:
expressing the evolution of the density distribution of ion X Q+ along SW streamlines due to production (from CX reactions of ion X (Q+1)+ ) and loss terms. Cross-section uncertainties are mainly due to instrumental systematic errors and most important to collision energy dependance of cross-sections. Detailed uncertainties for individual ions are not given in literature, but average uncertainties of ∼30% at most are reported (Wargelin et al., 2008) . Then, we establish emissivity grids in units of (photons cm −3 s −1 ):
where Y (E i ,M) is the photon emission probability of spectral line E i following CX with the corresponding neutral species M (H or He individually). For any line of sight (LOS) and observation date, this spectral line is given by:
which defines the average level emission of the spectral line for the particular date and LOS, as well as the solar cycle phase (minimum or maximum) corresponding at this date.
SWCX in the 3/4 keV Band
An example of calculated SWCX emission spectra in the 3/4 keV (0.5-1.0 keV) range is presented in figure 1 . What we need to point out here are the striking differences between maximum and minimum solar conditions. At low latitudes, near the solar equator where slow SW dominates, X-ray emission is more intense for solar minimum than for solar maximum because the neutral atom content is higher during solar minimum. During solar minimum, photo-ionization is less efficient and H and He are less readily destroyed by photoionization. Since gravitational pressure exceeds radiation pressure, neutral H atoms have incoming trajectories that fill the ionization cavity.
On the other hand, at high ecliptic latitudes, LOS's are mostly affected by fast wind during solar minimum, and the X-ray emission is dominated by differences of ion relative abundances with respect to maximum cycle phase. Indeed, O 8+ is completely absent from the fast SW and the O VIII line is expected to be much fainter at solar minimum than solar maximum, as it is seen in the maps in fig. 2 . O 7+ has the same trend in relative abundance variations as O 8+ between solar minimum and solar maximum. Nevertheless, instead of being completely absent in the fast wind, it is only strongly depleted
2). Therefore, we expect that O VII line (0.57 keV) variations from solar maximum to solar minimum will also have the same trend as O VIII shown in the maps.
Two excellent examples of such differences between solar minimum and maximum conditions for the same LOS, are the MBM 12 and South Galactic Filament (SGF) shadowing observations, analysed by Smith et al. (2005 Smith et al. ( , 2007 and by Henley et al. (2007) ; Henley and Shelton (2007b,a) respectively. These fields were thoroughly analysed for their SWCX contamination in Koutroumpa et al. (2007) and the main outline and conclusions are presented in section 3.3.
The MBM 12 LOS points toward galactic coordinates (159.2 • , -34.47 • ), which translates to (47 • , 3 • ) in helioecliptic coordinates, very close to the ecliptic plane and inside the limits of the equatorial slow wind zone. Therefore, during solar minimum the MBM 12 exposures (Suzaku) will yield higher SWCX contamination than solar maximum exposures (Chandra) in the 3/4 keV range.
In the case of SGF, at very high southern ecliptic latitude (353 • , -73 • ) the effect is the opposite compared to MBM 12, because it is dominated by differences in the solar ions relative abundances. Therefore, the SWCX oxygen emission in the 3/4 keV range for the SGF field is expected to be much fainter at solar minimum (Suzaku observations) than solar maximum (XMM-Newton observations).
Dynamic Simulations
In Koutroumpa et al. (2007) we presented a dynamic variant of the basic stationary SWCX model, used to simulate the heliospheric X-ray modulation due to SW proton flux and abundance variations. For each field simulated we use real-time flux and abundance measurements from in situ solar wind instruments (Wind, ACE-SWEPAM) and we model SW enhancements as simplified Corotating Interaction Regions (CIR) of a step function form. The total width of the CIR is defined such that the total duration of the step function is the same as the measured enhancement in SW instruments. The step function amplitude is defined so that its total area is equal to the integral of the measured flux during the same period of time.
At each instant we define the form of the CIR (as a Parker spiral) and its propagation in the interplanetary space, taking into account solid solar rotation (27-day period), the radial propagation speed, the "ignition" time on the solar disk towards each radial direction, and the total width of the CIR. Only in the cases of CMEs, we neglect the solar rotation, since radial propagation is dominating the CME structure. Depending on the CIR's width and propagation instant, we calculate the fragment of the LOS affected by the CIR and the local emissivity ε ′ i (r) modified by the SW proton flux and heavy ion abundance variations. We can then reproduce the temporal variation of the X-ray intensity levels during the periods of observation in simulated lightcurves for each of our targets. Abundance variations, can be correlated or anticorrelated with proton fluxes, so they can either emphasize or compensate for the influence of the SW proton flux enhancements.
The Case of the MBM 12 Suzaku Observation of February 2006
The observation of MBM 12 with Suzaku on February 3-8, 2006 was performed in two consecutive exposures, ON-CLOUD (3-6/02/2006, for a total of 231 ks) and immediately after that, OFF-CLOUD (6-8/02/2006, for a total of 168 ks) (Smith et al., 2007) . A detailed description of the simulation we performed on this field is given in Koutroumpa et al. (2007) .
As we already explained, the MBM 12 LOS is located at (47 • , 3 • ) of helioecliptic coordinates. In the February Suzaku observation this geometry is pointing directly toward the He cone, which is only ∼2 AU away from the observer, where the emissivity on the LOS is maximum. The observation geometry was presented in figure 1 of Koutroumpa et al. (2007) . The cone, with a denser distribution of helium atoms, is acting as an amplifier to any SW flux variation.
The MBM 12 Suzaku observation was influenced by a short SW perturbation recorded at the end of the ON-CLOUD pointing. We model this enhancement as a step function in particle flux of 5.2 × 10 8 cm −2 s −1 propagating at a low speed (V S W = 350 km s −1 ) for 0.75 The model-data comparison for the ON-cloud exposure shows that LB emission is negligible, since the SWCX model accounts for all of the observed intensity. The X-ray flux increase (∼30% and ∼55% for O VII and O VIII respectively) in the OFF-CLOUD exposure would change the data interpretation in terms of hot halo gas temperature, since Smith et al. (2007) assumed a constant foreground emission. 
Summary of Shadowing Observations
In Table 1 we resume the MBM 12 and South Galactic Filament shadowing observations analysed in detail in Koutroumpa et al. (2007) . All four observations were simulated with the SWCX model with SW conditions as close as possible to measurements in solar instruments, to account for the SWCX contamination of the oxygen line emission in each field.
Besides the basic differences due to solar maximum or solar minimum conditions during the observing period for each field, that we reported in section 3.1, three of the four observations (MBM 12 Chandra, Suzaku and SGF XMM observations respectively) were found to be highly contaminated by short-term SWCX emission variations. In particular, in our simulations we confirmed the contamination of the MBM 12 Chandra observation by a strong CME as suggested by Smith et al. (2005) . We suggested that the SGF XMM observation was also highly contaminated, most probably by a CME, which was confirmed by Henley and Shelton (2007a) when they re-analysed and compared their Suzaku and XMM data.
The observation data represent unabsorbed (attributed to the LB) O VII and O VIII line intensities as derived from the authors (Smith et al., 2005 (Smith et al., , 2007 Henley et al., 2007; Henley and Shelton, 2007b,a) . In particular, for the SGF field we give two sets of data: from the initial analysis published by Henley et al. (2007) and Henley and Shelton (2007b) (values we used in Koutroumpa et al., 2007) and the revised values published by Henley and Shelton (2007a) .
The shadows block more or less efficiently the Galactic Halo oxygen emission, and in their analysis the authors derive the unabsorbed foreground emission of the oxygen lines, that we use to compare to the SWCX heliospheric emission. The only exception is in the Suzaku/MBM 12 observation (Smith et al., 2007) where the O VII and O VIII halo emission is added to the foreground emission for the OFF-CLOUD exposure. Contrary to the constant foreground assumption in the Smith et al. (2007) analysis, we demonstrated that there is a ∼30% and ∼55% increase in the OFF-CLOUD simulated SWCX O VII and O VII line intensities respectively, due to the brief SW enhancement at the end of the ON-CLOUD exposure (see §3.2.1). This increase was erroneously attributed to the Galactic Halo emission, which should be revised, and thus we include these values in the analysis as well. In figure 4 we linearly fit the data over the SWCX model results for the O VII (left panel) and O VIII (right panel) lines for the initial (plain lines) and revised (dashed lines) data sets. We did not use data errorbars as standard deviation to weight the fit, because not all data errorbars were communicated (Henley et al., 2007; Henley and Shelton, 2007b) . The only exception is the O VII line fit, since Henley and Shelton (2007a) provided errorbars for both XMM and Suzaku O VII detections. The old and new fit coefficients (y(LU) = (a + bx)(LU)) for the O VII and O VIII lines are also noted on the figure.
The first linear fits (in plain lines in fig.4 ) we performed (Koutroumpa et al., 2007 ) had a slope of 1.19 (±0.14; 0.19 at 1σ for O VII and O VIII resp.) meaning that the SWCX model reproduced very well the local foreground emission measured in shadows. Moreover, the fit also gave an estimate of the residual foreground emission to be attributed to the LB. The foreground was found to be (-0.26 ± 0.43 at 1σ) LU for O VII and (-0.17 ± 0.24 at 1σ) LU for O VIII which means that with a high probability the LB O VII and O VIII emission is negligible compared to the heliospheric emission.
The new fits (in dashed lines, fig.4 ), where we substituted the SGF observed foreground data with the revised values of Henley and Shelton (2007a) give slightly different results, although the correlation to the simulated values remains very satisfying (the correlation is even improved for the O VII line intensities) and the residual LB emission is still consistent to zero.
SWCX in the 1/keV Band
In this section we present a preliminary study of the SWCX background in the 1/4 keV (0.1-0.3 keV) band that we compare with the ROSAT and Wisconsin surveys data. In section 4.1 we describe briefly the SWCX simulation and in section 4.2 we compare the model results with the survey data sets. 
Simulations
For the study on the 1/4 keV band, we updated our atomic database to include Fe, Si, S, Mg ions that emit intense lines in the 0.1-0.3 keV range. Individual radiative transition probabilities for these ions were calculated assuming that the ions are hydrogenic. Moreover, photon yields were calculated using a unique neutral species, which means that no distinction between H and He was made. The hydrogenic ion assumption and unique neutral species choice are only approximations, but the results give a good estimate of the order of magnitude of the X-ray intensity for this energy range. An example of calculated spectra in the 0.1-0.3 keV range is presented in figure 5 , with the emitting ion identifying the most intense lines.
We have calculated spectra for two LOS, upwind (UW) and downwind (DW), for an observer assumed to be at 1 AU and in a crosswind position with respect to the LOS. This observing geometry was chosen to match the ROSAT satellite observing constraints. In the 1/4 keV (0.1-0.3 keV) range the model yields a total of 28.35 LU for the UW LOS and a total of 20.27 LU for the DW LOS. The intensity is probably underestimated because of the SW ion propagation in the heliosheath up to the heliopause, and in the heliotail up to ∼3 000 AU, where all ions are used up. The outer heliospheric region is neglected (for the moment) in our model, but preliminary estimates yield a maximum additional ∼20% contribution in the DW direction. In general, because of parallax effects as well, we can assume that within a 50% error bar, these values give an good estimate of average values of the heliospheric SWCX emission in the 1/4 keV range. 
Model-Data Comparison
The sounding rocket survey of the University of Wisconsin and the ROSAT satellite survey have dominated the diffuse SXRB observations from 1972 to 1991. The Wisconsin survey allowed a full-sky mapping of the IS SXRB with a spatial resolution of ∼7 • (McCammon et al., 1983) . The ROSAT survey improved the spatial resolution to ∼12' (Snowden et al., 1997) . However, the instruments did not have any spectral resolution so they provided only total fluxes for each band. In order to compare the modeled SWCX emission level to the measured SXRB intensities at 1/4 keV, we convolve the calculated spectra for the UW and DW LOS with each band response in this energy range of the instruments. The bands concerning our study are B (0.13 -0.188 keV), C (0.16 -0.284 keV) for the Wisconsin survey and R1 (0.08 -0.284 keV), R2 (0.14 -0.284 keV) for the ROSAT survey. The corresponding band responses are presented in figures: 1(a) of McCammon et al. (1983) for Wisconsin and 1 of for ROSAT. In table 2 we summarize the total band fluxes derived from the SWCX spectra convolution with the band responses, and the measured data range for each band (evaluated from figures 6 and 7).
Wisconsin Sounding Rocket Survey
The SXRB survey of the University of Wisconsin was performed with a series of 10 sounding rocket flights between 1972 and 1979. The only spectral information in the 1/4 keV range is extracted by the boron (B) and carbon (C) filters incorporated into the detector windows that separate the two bands B and C presented in McCammon et al. (1983) , figure 1(a).
Detailed maps derived from the complete survey were presented in McCammon et al. (1983) . The maps present a clear negative correlation with the column density of galactic neutral hydrogen N HI . The X-ray intensity is lowest toward the galactic plane and highest at high galactic latitudes. Snowden et al. (1990b) investigated the band intensity ratio B/C (low to high energies) and found a variation between 0.25 to 0.46 in a dipole-like spatial correlation, aligned with a roughly galactic center-anticenter direction, that they attributed to an anisotropy of the Local Hot Bubble temperature ranging between 10 6.2 and 10 5.9 K respectively.
From Snowden et al. (1990b) we extracted a scatter plot ( fig.6 ) comparing the B and C band measurements in the Wisconsin survey. The data range is summarized in table 2 and gives ∼[20-100] cts s −1 for the B band and ∼[50-250] cts s −1 for the C band. We superposed, in this figure, the two points (wide circles) corresponding to our simulated spectra convolved with the B and C band responses (see table 2). Error bars are given only for information at High G latitudes Low G latitudes 50% of the SWCX band flux, in order to give an estimate of the heliospheric flux range in these bands.
The SWCX model in the C band predicts fluxes well within the observed values in the galactic plane (lower limits), but simulated B band flux is about two times lower than the lower observed limits. The band ratio B/C for the SWCX flux is accordingly inconsistent with measured values, and fairly constant from UW to DW directions, with a mean value of B/C ∼ 0.15.
The ROSAT Survey
The ROSAT all-sky survey was performed in a scan mode with imaging telescopes in the soft X-ray band of 0.1 -2 keV, during the first year of the mission. The observing geometry constraints imposed to scan the sky in a big circle, during one orbit, perpendicular to the spin axis that coincided with the Sun-Earth direction. Therefore a complete scan of the sky was performed in a six-month period.
The ROSAT all-sky maps in the 1/4 keV range (Snowden et al., 1995 (Snowden et al., , 1997 confirmed the Wisconsin results and the negative correlation with the H I column density. The improved spatial resolution of ROSAT, with respect to previous surveys, allowed a better use of shadows as tools to separate the foreground from distant components of the SXRB. An extensive catalog of shadows in the 1/4 keV band, with fitted foreground and distant emission values was presented in .
In figure 7 we present a scatter plot of foreground intensity I o measured in band R12, which is the sum of intensities in bands R1 and R2. Units are in 10 −6 cts s −1 arcmin −1 , better known as ROSAT Units (RU).The figure was extracted from and the authors compare the data set analysed with two different methods. The exact comparison of the two methods is beyond the scope of this paper, since what we need is just the data intensity range (250-820 RU). In the figure y = x, thus the fitted slope is one. Simulated Low G latitudes High G latitudes spectra convolved with R1 and R2 band responses and summed for the total result in R12 band yield 333.21 and 251.65 RU for the UW and DW direction respectively. These values, represented by the wide circles in fig. 7 with error bars at 50% (to give the SWCX flux range), are within the lower limits of observational data, that correspond to the low galactic latitude regions.
In the same paper confirm the dipole-like spatial correlation of the R2/R1 (high to low energies) flux ratio, although the variation is less pronounced than the one derived from the Wisconsin analysis, 1.25 to 1.04 from UW to DW. Our model results yield a constant R2/R1 ratio at an average value of 1.38.
Discussion
We have presented simulation results on the SWCX soft X-ray emission in the heliosphere in the 0.1-1.0 keV energy range, that we compared to data from past and present observing instruments. We separated our analysis into two energy ranges: the 3/4 keV, dominated by the oxygen (O VII and O VIII) lines and the 1/4 keV, where heavier ion lines as Mg, Si, S and Fe dominate the SWCX spectra. This analysis yields estimates of the SWCX heliospheric component within the diffuse Soft X-ray Background and confirms the large contamination of X-ray data by the heliospheric emission that needs to be taken into account in future determinations of the LB temperature and pressure.
The simulation results on shadowing clouds observed with Chandra, XMM-Newton and Suzaku suggest that the local 3/4 keV emission detected in front of shadows is entirely explained by the heliospheric SWCX emission (see table 1 and figure 4) and no emission from the LB is needed at these energies. Thus, combining our results in the 3/4 keV range and previous results published on the 3/4 and 1/4 keV ROSAT band ratios, the strict upper limit of the LB temperature is 10 6 K. Indeed, if the LB plasma is in collisional equilibrium at 10 6 K, then it mainly emits in the 1/4 keV range, and only very little emission is produced in the oxygen lines at 3/4 keV.
But, then, how does SWCX affect the data interpretation in the 1/4 keV range? We have compared SWCX simulation results with data from the ROSAT and Wisconsin surveys. Both sets of measured data were originally interpreted in terms of hot gas emission in the LB at a temperature of ∼ 10 6 K. Variations in the observed X-ray intensity were attributed to variations in the extent of the emission volume and therefore the emission measure of the plasma.
SWCX emission flux calculated for the R12 and C bands (which practically cover the same energy range) yielded average values that explain most of the observed emission in the galactic plane, previously attributed to the restricted regions of the LB. Indeed, according to Snowden et al. (1998) , in the galactic center and anticenter directions (roughly UW and DW respectively), the LHB is found to have an extent of R LHB ∼ 50 pc (see upper left panel of figure 10 in Snowden et al., 1998) , which corresponds to an unabsorbed 1/4 keV emission of I o = R LHB / 0.155 ≈ 322 RU measured in the R12 band, while our model predicts ∼ RU.
On the other hand, the SXRB intensity is typically brighter at higher Galactic latitudes, and SWCX cannot account for all the emission. This may be explained by the fact that at high latitudes the LOS's point through the chimneys allowing for non-absorbed halo emission to reach the observer. Moreover in the B band, which is the least overlapping in energy range with respect to the other 1/4 keV bands, the SWCX simulations predict about half of the observed lower limits. Besides, the SWCX model fails to reproduce the observed R2/R1 ratio by 10-33% and the B/C ratio by 40-67% .
The answer, then, to the local unabsorbed SXRB puzzle might lie in the proper mix of SWCX emission and warm (rather than hot) LB that will fill-in the gap in the B band and reproduce the observed band ratios (Koutroumpa et al., in preparation) .
